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Two major shifts in contemporary work organizations—“employee participation” and “diversity

management”—have typically been studied in isolation from one another. Building on theoretical

work by Acker (2006a,b), we ask how the interaction of these two constructs has affected the

pursuit of workplace democracy at two worker cooperatives in Northern California. Using

qualitative methods, we find that distinct “diversity regimes” have emerged at these

establishments, substantially affecting the configurations of inequality that evolved. We

distinguish two types of diversity regimes—“utilitarian” and “communitarian”—which operate

either to obscure the workings of inequality or to foster attention to their presence. Our results

suggest that how sociodemographic differences are managed has material consequences for the

development of egalitarian structures at work.
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INTRODUCTION

Worker cooperatives—private firms entirely owned and democratically operated by

their workers—are in a period of rapid growth, seemingly in reaction to the recent eco-

nomic crises and slack labor markets more generally (Abell 2014; Palmer 2014).1 The

worker cooperative essentially asks, “What do workers want?” and attempts to meet per-

ceived worker needs and desires. Since the 18th century, waves of worker cooperative

response were mainly framed in classed terms: as stable jobs that reward the labor of

those who produce value, allow for the expression of human creativity, and extend

respect and dignity (Leikin 2004; Curl 2009). The worker cooperatives of the 1970s and

1980s broadened this address by incorporating a substantial commitment to reducing

inequality among cooperative members rather than simply between workers and their

managers (Mellor, Hannah, and Stirling 1988; Berry and Schneider 2011). They also

challenged the inevitability of hierarchical management, theorizing a connection

between worker discontent and the organization of authority. Instead of managers,
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“collectivist-democratic” participatory practices emerged as a liberatory alternative to

workplace alienation (Rothschild-Whitt 1979).

Despite their relative transience, worker cooperatives of the 1970s also raised broader

questions about how work is organized within existing capitalist economies. An obvious

legacy is the popularity of “shared capitalism” (Kruse, Blasi, and Park 2010), or the vari-

ety of ways nearly half of all private-sector U.S. employees have come to have some level

of capital ownership or profit-sharing in their workplaces (Blasi, Freeman, and Kruse

2013). But worker cooperatives also contributed to conversations about two of the big-

gest managerial trends of the last two decades: “diversity” and employee “participation.”

Although social scientists have written much about each of these managerial initia-

tives, they have generally approached them in isolation from one another. Consequently,

we know little about how efforts to expand worker control might shape the work experi-

ence of different sociodemographic groups (see Kalev 2009). Nor do we know how gen-

der or racial differences might affect the success or failure of worker participation

initiatives. In this article, we seek to fill this gap, focusing in particular on two worker

cooperatives as the site for our research. We focus our study on worker cooperatives

because worker participation and challenges to workplace inequality are especially

important concerns within worker-owned firms. Since the reversal of workplace

inequality is the raison d’̂etre of worker cooperatives—particularly the current genera-

tion (Rothschild 2009; Witherell 2013; Palmer 2014)—and yet worker-owned firms are

also constrained by the need to survive financially within markets arguably organized

around such inequalities, worker cooperatives allow analysis of the problems and poten-

tial of firm-level attempts to create egalitarian relations within production.2 We focus

on two cases, both situated in Northern California, that provide a logical contrast, in

that they exhibited distinctly different inequality outcomes in spite of the similarities

that marked these sites at their point of origin. We are thus able to explore the organiza-

tional processes that account for the divergent paths these two work establishments

showed with respect to the work experience of historically excluded groups.

We ask two intertwined questions. First, what meanings get attached to class, race

and gender under conditions of expanded worker control? Second, how do these mean-

ings seem to affect the success or failure of organizational efforts aimed at transcending

social inequality generally? These questions seem all the more important in the wake of

the Occupy movement, which was riddled with subtle forms of exclusion that seemed

to limit activists’ ability to achieve their oppositional goals (see Leach 2013 and Chen

2016 in this issue for similar comparisons). They also bear importantly on the growth

of cooperatives among low-income and minority populations. In addressing these ques-

tions, we modify and build on Acker’s theory of “inequality regimes” (see Acker

2006a,b; Meyers 2011; Stainback and Tomaskovic-Devey 2012), an effort to grasp the

varying configurations of inequality, whether by class, race, or gender, that come to be

established within work organizations of various sorts. We find Acker’s approach to be a

highly suggestive means of disentangling empirical variations in the forms that

“diversity” assumes, the regimes that firms adopt to govern social difference, and the

ways these regimes shape the work experience of varying classes and status groups.
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The article proceeds in the following manner. In the section immediately following,

we critically examine the development of scholarship on diversity management, show-

ing its relevance for both the corporate workplace and worker cooperatives. We then

assess the way in which employee participation has been studied in both settings. After

this we develop a theoretical framework, drawing on Acker’s theory of inequality

regimes, which we then use to interpret the empirical substance on which our study is

based. The thrust of the article is based on intensive fieldwork at two Northern California

worker cooperatives that shared several important similarities but then sharply diverged,

yielding distinct outcomes whose nature we seek to unpack. The article develops a com-

parative analysis of these two cooperatives, paying particular attention to the structural

and cultural influences that shaped their ability to establish egalitarian relations at work.

The article closes by drawing several implications from the analysis, focusing on the ways

in which the governance of the firm shapes, and is in turn shaped by, efforts to manage

social difference by race and gender.

DIVERSITY MANAGEMENT

The emergence of diversity management as a major concern is often traced to the publi-

cation of Workforce 2000 (Johnston and Packer 1987), a provocative report published in

a period of heightened ambiguity concerning the future of civil rights law (see Edelman,

Fuller, and Mara-Drita 2001). The report forecast a dramatic change in the social and

demographic composition of the U.S. workforce and predicted that correlative shifts

would be needed in firms’ human resource practices. Management theorists began to

emphasize the strategic importance of diversity management given an anticipated influx

of employees who differed from the existing workforce by gender, race, and nationality.

That the term “diversity” gained currency across the corporate world can be attributed

to several factors, but particularly its ability to signal compliance with anti-

discrimination principles while firmly adhering to corporate goals. Where the civil

rights movement had viewed antidiscrimination practices in social justice terms, the

concept of “diversity” reframed racial and gender difference, now construing it as a stra-

tegically important source of competitive advantage on which firms could rely. This, the

“business case” for diversity, argued that firms that relied on heterogeneous groups of

employees would be able to achieve higher levels of creativity and innovation than

would otherwise be the case. Diversity was assumed to open up broader forms of delib-

eration, more creative forms of decision making, and less parochial approaches to prob-

lems and challenges facing any given firm. Much of the ensuing debate therefore

revolved around the social and organizational factors that mediate the diversity/

performance link (Ancona and Caldwell 1992; Milliken and Martins 1996; Lichtenstein

et al. 1997).

Much of this literature has been driven by narrowly managerial concerns that have

taken the business case for diversity for granted, rather than viewing it as a phenomenon

that needs to be explained. Moreover, the very concept of diversity has itself been given

highly ambiguous meanings that attach equal significance to employees’ occupational
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background, cultural style, and ascribed statuses, which is perhaps why Bell and

Hartman (2007) view diversity rhetoric as little more than “happy talk.” Only recently

have sociologists begun to bring a more critical lens to bear on diversity management,

developing more analytically cogent approaches toward organizational inequality and

the diversity management phenomenon.

To date, much of the most important sociological work has been pitched at the

macro-structural level of analysis. A prominent example is Dobbin’s influential Invent-

ing Equal Opportunity (2009), which viewed the emergence of diversity management as

a response to the legal ambiguities that arose in the wake of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

In a rapidly shifting landscape, Dobbin argued, U.S. courts needed to establish opera-

tional definitions of nondiscriminatory personnel practices, yet they were loathe to play

so active a role themselves. This enabled human resource managers to fashion strategic

organizational schemas—formal anti-discrimination policies, training programs,

recruitment strategies, Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) statements—that filled

the void, providing firms with an outwardly focused shield against litigation, reputa-

tional damage, and judicial intervention (see also Kelly and Dobbin 1998; Kalev,

Dobbin, and Kelly 2006; Kalev 2009).

Similarly macro-social is the work of Tomaskovic-Devey and his colleagues

(Tomaskovic-Devey et al. 2006; McTague, Stainback, and Tomaskovic-Devey 2009;

Stainback and Tomaskovic-Devey 2012), which examines post–Civil Rights era political

struggles in the United States. The 2012 Documenting Desegregation is a comprehensive

analysis of the ways in which social movements, legal pressures, and the balance of polit-

ical power combined to shape the trajectory of job desegregation. Using EEO data to

capture trends in job desegregation by race and gender, Stainback and Tomaskovic-

Devey (2012) find significant gains by African-American men and white women espe-

cially that then plateaued, largely owing to the timing of social movements and legal

reforms. They also find that while “diversity” efforts created more employment oppor-

tunity for white women and men of color, overall these programs have coexisted with

continuing employment privileges enjoyed by white men. Diversity programs, finally,

have apparently done little to enhance the opportunities enjoyed by African-American

women, although the reasons are not readily apparent.

An important similarity between the Dobbin (2009) and Stainback and

Tomaskovic-Devey (2012) studies is their focus on the legal and political environments

in which organizations are embedded. This emphasis, while a vital contribution, has

come at a certain cost: there has been little exploration of internal firm dynamics that

shape various groups’ outcomes (Reskin 2003; Vallas 2003a; Castilla and Benard 2010).

Equally important is a point of difference between these two studies. Like much work

informed by neo-institutional theory, Dobbin (2009) stresses organizational isomor-

phism and mimesis, highlighting the macro- or meso-level of homogeneity produced

by large corporations’ legitimacy-seeking behavior. Breaking with this emphasis, Stain-

back and Tomaskovic-Devey (2012) instead argue that the contemporary era produces

an ever more heterogeneous array of diversity practices across sectors and branches of

the economy. In this latter view, the pattern of racial and gender segregation that
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preceded the Civil Rights Act (in which white women and African Americans had lim-

ited options at work) has now given way to a multiplicity of outcomes that differ in

both kind and degree.3 We agree with this latter point, and argue that accounting for

such varying outcomes requires closer analysis of within-firm processes than existing

studies provide.

While worker cooperatives are not part of the corporate ecology and have generally

positioned themselves in opposition to it, diversity management ideas and practices

have affected them as well. The 1970s wave of worker cooperatives emerged from the

same groups of young people who had populated gender- and ethnoracially focused

social justice movements (Jackall and Crain 1984), and tended to have a nonspecific

rhetoric of inclusion and egalitarian relations among workers. But in practice they were

largely homogeneous along lines of race and social class. Indeed, studies of worker

cooperatives often claimed that this homogeneity—framed in terms of “shared values”

but almost entirely corresponding to similar (middle) class and (white) ethnoracial

backgrounds—was essential to worker cooperatives’ successful democratic management

(Bernstein 1982; Russell 1984; Rothschild and Whitt 1986; Hacker 1989; Pencavel 2001).

Indeed, where clusters of researchers and worker cooperatives facilitated easy and fre-

quent exchanges, this claim began to be articulated by some worker cooperative mem-

bers themselves (Ferguson 1991).

Yet the current wave of worker cooperative development has emerged most energeti-

cally in the low-wage sector among heterogeneous populations that are disproportion-

ately composed of white women and men and women of color (Hoover, Harris, and

Johnson 2012; Abell 2014; Palmer 2014), indicating a pressing need to understand how

demographically diverse cooperatives can be democratic and successful. It’s even possi-

ble that “shared values” created organizational discourses that, as some studies suggest,

implicitly excluded or disenfranchised members of subordinated groups (Kasmir 1996;

Kleinman 1996; Scott 2005). Other scholarship views active address of difference and

even conflict as a necessary (if not sufficient) condition for the success of demographi-

cally heterogeneous worker cooperatives (Hoffmann 2005; Meyers 2006; Miller 2011;

Berry 2013; Sobering, Thomas, and Williams 2014)—a finding echoed in studies of

social justice nonprofit organizations (Sirianni 1993; Ostrander 1999; Scott 2005). Key

to these studies is an understanding of how democratic control operates within a popu-

lation that self-defines as diverse.

WORKER PARTICIPATION IN DEMOCRATIC AND NONDEMOCRATIC FIRMS

As might be expected where participants overlap, the participatory “collectivist-

democratic” structure of 1970s worker cooperatives (Rothschild-Whitt 1979) borrowed

heavily from feminist movements of the late 1960s and early 1970s, and was most clearly

articulated in the early 1980s by The Feminist Case against Bureaucracy (Ferguson 1984).

Ferguson’s claim that organizational structure is consequential for inequality rested on

her premise that bureaucratic features such as impersonality, formalization, and hierar-

chy are inherently gendered, that bureaucratic logic first encodes and then naturalizes
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male experience as the norm of organizational life, and subordinates the value of femi-

nine experience. Worker cooperatives were less pointedly feminist, but similarly

advanced participatory democracy as a necessary tool to reduce the alienation they saw

as inherent in commodified labor and capitalist bureaucracies. In “prefiguring” a more

socially just society (Breines 1989), these organizations replaced formalized rules and

policies with intensive social interaction and obligation, certified expertise and fixed

tasks with tacit knowledge developed through job rotation, and positional authority

with decentralized and participatory decision making (Rothschild and Whitt 1986).

Such practices seemed to hold out the promise of shared power, information, and skill

development across groups historically denied access to firm managerial and leadership

roles.

The deployment of decentralized and participatory decision making was not con-

fined to democratic organizations. During the 1980s and particularly the 1990s, private

sector work organizations also adopted participatory structures, often in the form of

“post-bureaucratic” team systems (Heckscher and Donnellon 1994), on the assumption

that enhanced worker autonomy and participation would generate a heightened com-

mitment to the firm, in turn fostering improved performance (Zuboff 1988; Adler 1993;

Appelbaum et al. 2000). Skeptics contended that team structures confined worker par-

ticipation within managerial coordinates, subordinated worker goals to managerial

hegemony, and transferred stress and anxiety but not financial compensation from

managers to workers (Dohse, J€urgens, and Malsch 1985; Parker and Slaughter 1988;

Kunda [1992] 2006; Graham 1995). Empirical studies found mixed results: workers

enjoyed increased autonomy no matter how small its reach (Smith 2001), but since

managers’ interests and corporate imperatives drove much of the emphasis on team sys-

tems and worker participation, these initiatives seldom produced the productivity gains

firms eagerly sought (Rothschild and Ollilainen 1999). Often, team systems proved

short-lived, and even led to heightened suspicion and distrust among workers (Vallas

2003a). Equally important, demographic divisions along racial and gender lines fre-

quently tended to undermine the changes that team systems presupposed (Vallas

2003b,c).

Just as the post-bureaucratic corporate team structure seemed unable to fulfill the

promise its advocates envisioned, the cooperative version of worker participation also

encountered challenges of its own. While the often-cited “inefficiency” of distributed

decision making seems not to have actually harmed worker cooperatives’ finances

(Jones 1979; Olsen 2013), some have argued that democratic organizations’ egalitarian

aims were undermined by their “structurelessness” (Freeman [1970] 1984), by the lack

of identifiable authority positions and formal policies to visibly assign or remove organ-

izational power, and the persistence of informal power networks and operations (in

contrast, Leach 2016 makes an argument in this volume for why this is not the problem

it seems). Empirical studies found such organizations offered members of dominant

groups more opportunity and reward by concealing their cultural capital advantages

and routing power through circuits of social capital favoring privileged groups (Jackall

and Crain 1984; Ferguson 1991; Sirianni 1993; Kleinman 1996; Polletta 2002).
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The reproduction of inequality in the absence of formalized hierarchical power is

documented on the corporate side as well. Despite flatter workplace authority (Handel

and Levine 2004), gender and ethnoracial inequalities have not receded in equal mea-

sure (Cotter, Hermsen, and Vanneman 2004; DiTomaso 2013). Indeed, although partici-

patory management promises more individual autonomy that may, to some degree,

increase job control and creativity for white women and men and women of color

(Smith 2001), the informality and redistribution of power that team systems often

imply may implicitly work to intensify gender and ethnoracial inequality. The hierarchi-

cal career ladders that once offered some protections to historically excluded workers

have been replaced by lateral team mobility shaped by friendship-driven informal

reward systems (Williams, Muller, and Kilanski 2012); the discrete job descriptions that

held out the possibility of separating job role from normative gender role are subordi-

nated to gendered norms of team responsibility (Ollilainen and Calasanti 2007); and

managers’ deployment of racial exclusion may be reinvested in racially dominant mem-

bers of work teams (Vallas 2003b). That is, a broader distribution of power to workers

does not uniformly ensure more equality (for a different view, see Kalev 2009).

DIVERSITY REGIMES: DISCOURSES AND PRACTICES OF INEQUALITY

AND EGALITARIANISM

The last few decades of managerial interest in workplace diversity and worker participa-

tion addressed different concerns of corporate managers as well as those of worker

cooperatives. Both types of managerial and cooperative interventions in traditional

work arrangements have affected workplace inequalities, engaging with what Joan Acker

has called “inequality regimes,” which she defines in terms of “. . .interrelated practices,

processes, actions, and meanings that result in and maintain class, gender and racial

inequalities within particular organizations” (Acker 2006b:443; cf. Stainback and

Tomaskovic-Devey 2012). As in her earlier influential conceptualization of “gendered

organizations” (1990), Acker proposes that organizational structures embed and enact

beliefs about who workers are not only in workplace characteristics like the division of

labor, but also less obvious ones like scheduling, separation of childcare from job sites,

ways of doing deference to organizational superiors, and dress codes (Acker 2006a).

Here, however, she highlights the interpenetration of different forms of inequality with

each other: that, for instance, we may note the gender inequality in asking a female cor-

porate VP to provide snacks for a meeting, but fail to recognize how such a request is

predicated on built-in organizational class inequality that allows managers to require

waged workers to perform service labor. Indeed, these interpenetrated processes have

been noted in empirical studies of discrimination (Ortiz and Roscigno 2009). Although

inequality regimes typically function to naturalize inequalities, their success in this

regard depends on two important characteristics: their visibility and legitimacy. In

Acker’s view, where inequality regimes have grown more visible (rather than being taken

for granted by employees), and where the legitimacy of regimes has come into dispute,

the prospects of change are proportionally increased.
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Interestingly, Stainback and Tomaskovic-Devey (2012) use Acker’s term as a concep-

tual tool with which to grasp variations in diversity practices arising after the Civil

Rights Act. We believe they are right to rely on the inequality regime concept as an ana-

lytic device, but that they have made only partial use of the concept’s value. Owing to

their emphasis on macro-level, national processes that shaped the trajectory of desegre-

gation, their analysis is unable to capture the meanings that particular inequality regimes

acquire. Nor can they characterize the organizational processes that give rise to various

types of regimes, as McCall (2005) has sought to do in her work on regional variations

in the “configurations of inequality” in the United States. In short, their use of Acker’s

term cannot easily reveal how and why particular regimes emerge, nor how they work

to reproduce inequalities among particular groups.

We argue for retaining the regime concept but modifying it in ways that specify the

interrelations between its constitutive elements. First, we find it useful to speak more

specifically of “diversity regimes,” by which we mean the formal provisions that firms

develop in order to regulate social differences among different categories of employees.

We see diversity regimes as one of three elements that jointly constitute the structure of

inequality within the firm. The first element, or what we have called governance systems,

essentially involves the exercise of power and authority over labor. Governance systems

may be more or less hierarchical, and rely on any of various types of control (e.g.,

simple, technical, normative, “concertive”) and legitimation.

The second element is what Polletta (2004) has called the institutional schemas that

workers establish among themselves—that is, the meanings and identities they develop

as they make sense of their work and themselves. Here we envision the institutionalized

norms shared among employees—the establishment’s subculture, or, in Fine’s (1979)

terms, the firm’s “idioculture”—which shapes the ways in which workers experience

and respond to their work situations.

The third element—that of diversity regimes—is composed of the formal diversity

management concepts and practices that firms invoke as they define and regulate status

group behavior within the firm. Diversity regimes typically seek to legitimate the firm’s

treatment of employee rights and obligations in the eyes of multiple audiences (not only

actors in the environment but also employees). Ironically, diversity regimes can be

expected to perpetuate the advantages of dominant groups, however implicitly (Berrey

2014), not least because they differentially position workers to make claims to such

scarce job rewards as promotions, pay, and autonomy. Our analysis will trace the inter-

relations among these three elements, paying particular attention to the ways diversity

regimes shape and are in turn shaped by their firms’ governance systems and institu-

tional schemas.

The question then emerges: What types of diversity regimes have emerged within

the contemporary workplace? Some preliminary efforts can be found in micro-

structurally oriented scholarship that identifies the internal workings of particular

regimes, such as the influential work of Ely and Thomas (2001; see also Benschop 2001;

Berrey 2014). The Ely and Thomas study, although limited to analysis of race, contrasts

the “diversity perspectives” found within three different organizational settings: (1) an
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“integration and learning” perspective, based on a deep commitment to mutual under-

standing at work; (2) an “access and legitimacy” perspective, in which firms hired

employees of color in an effort to gain access to minority clients or customers; and (3) a

“discrimination and fairness” perspective where diversity was conceived purely in terms

of numerical inclusion, which implied that racial inequality no longer had any bearing

on social interactions within the workplace itself. Ely and Thomas’ key finding is that

the meanings diversity assumed varied sharply, with important implications for the dis-

tribution of opportunity among dominant and minority groups within each firm

(cf. Padavic and Ely 2013; Berrey 2014).

Similar patterns are reported in an important study by Benschop (2001), who com-

pared an insurance and a telecommunications firm in the Netherlands. The insurance

company’s “numerical inclusion” model of diversity stressed recruitment as the sole

practice with which to address social difference. Group relations and dynamics were left

unmanaged, resulting in sharp boundaries and status distinctions among employees

that powerfully impeded workplace communication. The telecom firm, by contrast,

viewed diversity as a fundamental part of its high-performance work organization, and

thus fostered a more explicit emphasis on group differences and cultural pluralism as

essential parts of the firm’s culture and operations. Although this approach generated

some cynicism, it did provide an organizational vocabulary that allowed for and even

encouraged employee discussion and learning across ethnic, national, gender, and lin-

guistic lines.

The foregoing discussion calls attention to important areas warranting further

research. If the studies by Ely and Thomas and Benschop are any guide, it may be useful

to think of diversity regimes as spanning a continuum from more instrumental or utili-

tarian conceptions of diversity at one end—as in Ely and Thomas’ “discrimination and

fairness” and “access and legitimacy,” or Benschop’s “numerical inclusion”—to the

more moral or communitarian conceptions at the other, as seen in both Ely and

Thomas’ “integration and learning” and Benschop’s “pluralist” models. While diversity

regimes at the latter, communitarian end of the continuum encourage employees to

learn from and positively value the various differences found among their ranks,

regimes at the other, utilitarian end view diversity in purely numerical terms, and then

only as a means to the generation of revenues. Utilitarian diversity regimes may there-

fore close off discussion of social differences entirely, or else view such differences as

business assets whose value is defined entirely in monetary terms. Similarly, organiza-

tional power in such regimes is assigned on the basis of its “businesslike” ability to gen-

erate value for the firm rather than its “social” ability to reduce alienation and increase

joy (Taylor 1994), as it would be in a more communitarian firm.

Approaching diversity regimes in this way enables us to address a number of ques-

tions empirically. First, how do various types of diversity regimes seem to operate?

What conditions govern their emergence, and how do they shape the inequalities that

come to be established within work organizations more generally? Second, and of par-

ticular importance here, how do diversity regimes affect the ability of worker coopera-

tives to implement alternative, nonhierarchical or democratic forms of work
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organization? Finally, where regimes implicitly elide or silence discourse about diversity,

how does the informal culture established among employees respond to this suppres-

sion of discourse about social difference?

METHODS

To address these questions, we compare two entirely worker-owned companies in the

“Golden Valley” region of Northern California, a big box–sized natural foods retailer we

call “One World Natural Grocery” and a nationally distributed producer of organic

sourdough baked goods we call “People’s Daily Bread Bakery.”4 Each was founded in

the 1970s as a participatory-democratic collective by a handful of all or mostly all white,

middle-class countercultural youth, and each now has 100–250 multiracial and primar-

ily working-class employees.

Our analysis is based on a mixture of qualitative and archival research performed by

the first author. Qualitative research included a total of 63 semistructured interviews, 47

of which were conducted on-site; approximately 600 hours of on-site observation at the

two workplaces; approximately 100 hours of observation of members of both coopera-

tives at local and regional conferences; and approximately 20 hours of off-site observa-

tion of official and informal social gatherings of both companies’ employees. In total,

this constituted approximately 800 hours engaged with members of the two companies.

The research also included analysis of several comparable documents at both sites:

employee manuals, financial and cultural orientation handouts, advertising materials,

meeting minutes and agendas, promotional materials, training and policy manuals, and

redacted internal financial documents for all members during the 2003–2004 fiscal year

specifying individual earnings, ethnicity/race, gender, work group, and tenure.

Additional analysis was also made of available historical documents, including mission

statements and meeting agendas and minutes (dating back to 1982 for the bakery and

1986 for the grocery, but with missing months and years in both cases) for each site,

bakery photo albums, and videos of grocery parties from 1991.

Both the research and the analytic coding were conducted in three stages. In the first

stage, from November 2001 to October 2002, Meyers conducted 12 formal interviews,

made 2–4 visits to the sites, observed 1–3 meetings at each site, and attended a West

Coast worker cooperative conference with participants of both sites, making field

“jottings” (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw 1995:20) throughout. During this time, she began

to “ask questions of field notes” (Emerson et al. 1995:146) as she transcribed her inter-

views, and developed initial codes that sensitized her to issues of participatory and man-

agerial control, the salience of working-class involvement in the two co-ops, and the

increasing importance of gender in organizing work relations in the bakery.

During the second stage, from July through October 2003, Meyers spent 12 weeks at

the two sites, averaging nine hours per day, five days per week, and six weeks at each

site, primarily engaged in nonparticipant but occasionally in participant observation.

Each day she shadowed at least one worker from the beginning to the end of their shift,

and conducted a semistructured informal interview with them. The bakery’s mandatory
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eight-hour workdays meant that she only shadowed and surveyed one worker per day

there (for a total of 19 interviews), but grocery workers’ more flexible shifts meant that

she often covered two workers’ shifts on a given day (for a total of 26 interviews). In

both cases, she accepted invitations to social gatherings of workers after or between

work shifts, which seemed to happen (and/or be inclusive toward her) roughly twice as

often at the grocery. At all times Meyers wrote jottings, and spent one to two hours after

each observation transforming them into typed or handwritten field notes and memos

(Emerson et al. 1995:49, 100). Both inductive and deductive analysis of her writings

helped her generate further and more specific codes relating to organizational bureauc-

racy, organizational culture, and the interrelations between social class, gender, and eth-

nicity/race, and begin to reframe questions as the centrality of these issues emerged.

This was still a period of “open coding,” of identifying themes derived from review of

field notes (Emerson et al. 1995:150–51).

The third stage of the research, from October 2003 until September 2006, involved

less intensive field engagement (four meeting observations, three orientations, three

interviews, and two days of archival research at the bakery; eight meeting observations,

two days of archival research, and two social gatherings at the grocery; and observation

of and participation in two local worker cooperative network meetings and two West

Coast worker cooperative conferences), and more analysis of historical and contempo-

rary documents, including financial documents provided by both firms that covered the

2003 period of intensive observation. During this final stage, every field note and repro-

duced archival note was transcribed and coded. Meyers used HyperRESEARCH to con-

duct a fine-grained analysis of all transcribed material, and developed a list of eight

“focused codes” (Emerson et al. 1995:160–61) that included several subcodes (i.e., the

master code “Social Differences” was subdivided into “age and ability,” “social class,”

“ethnicity and race,” “language,” “gender,” “sexuality,” and “diversity/antioppression

training”).

The combination of recollective interviews, observation, and documents helps us

triangulate the histories presented by members. By following organizational members

and their narratives over more than four years, and by moving back and forth between

observational and analytical modes, we have identified significant practices that repro-

duced and diminished diversity regimes.

FINDINGS

The two establishments we discuss below both reflect a social justice approach to work,

a belief that capitalist workplaces can be reformed to reduce the injuries they inflict on

their workers. “People’s Daily Bread Bakery” began in the mid-1970s as a spin-off from

a Left-leaning worker-cooperative general store in a suburban part of the Golden Valley

that was financed by family donations to the five founders. “One World Natural

Grocery” was the formalization of a produce-buying club created by an urban ashram

(spiritual community) devoted to the teachings of a then-popular Indian guru who had

captured the interest of many from the New Left (Kelley 1974). Through similar
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fortuitous circumstances, both were able to broaden membership to 20–30 worker-

owners by the beginning of the 1980s.

Initially, both embodied the “collectivist-democratic” practices described by Joyce

Rothschild (Rothschild-Whitt 1979): decentralized and nonhierarchical experience typi-

cally independent of recruitment and tasks and roles thereafter rotated; recruitment

facilitated and social control achieved by a sense of personal and moral connection and

obligation within the membership; decisions made through deliberation and consensus

of all members; rules and policies minimized in favor of individual and specific cases;

and size intentionally limited to permit face-to-face deliberation and meaningful social

bonds. At both cooperatives, new workers were expected to “buy in,” or make a finan-

cial investment, and thus become member-owners holding a single voting share. As was

typical of such organizations, both the bakery and the grocery were fairly gender bal-

anced, all or almost all white, and primarily composed of college-educated young people

from middle-class families.

By the time of our study in the early years of the new century (and persisting as of

this writing), People’s Daily Bread Bakery and One World Natural Grocery were still

entirely worker-owned cooperatives, with the majority of new workers becoming

member-owners once they achieved a minimum tenure (roughly a year), completed a

series of orientation sessions, and received approval from their work group.5 In spite of

their apparent similarities, however, the two worker cooperatives had metamorphosed

in several important ways over time. Some of these structural shifts were equivalent.

Each company now offered relatively strong earnings, security, and benefits for typically

working-class jobs, and—in contrast to many cooperatives founded in the 1970s—their

members were now ethnoracially diverse and primarily from working-class families.

Such stability and financial success were at least partly because of the significant growth

of both firms: the bakery had over 100 workers in 2003, and the grocery twice that.

But the development of the two organizations also diverged from one another. This

divergence first manifested itself during a period of financial crises in the 1980s that

threatened the very survival of each establishment. Their different responses to these

threats initiated processes at each cooperative that had structural and cultural conse-

quences that differed across the two firms.

In the early 1990s, the bakery encountered a series of organizational and financial

crises that followed hard upon local economic downturns of the mid- and late 1980s,

posing a major threat that generated far-reaching discussion and debate among its

members. One crisis, identified as a turning point by the three senior members who

were present at the time, stemmed from the discovery of deceptive financial reporting

by one of the founding members, a charismatic man whom they described as having a

history of using his own money to start projects when his ideas were voted down by the

others, and then recouping his investment when the project paid off. Described as “our

Jim Jones” by the bakery’s current CEO, referencing the leader of the Northern Califor-

nia People’s Temple, the miscreant chose to leave the cooperative rather than capitulate

to its will. But “we didn’t have enough Kool-Aid to go around, so we had to try to make

it work for us all,” said the CEO. By using this reference to an infamous cult, the CEO
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meant to capture the cooperative’s shift away from the principles of collectivist democ-

racy that had inspired its inception. Adopting a system of formalized, hierarchical gov-

ernance and management was, as described by all those present at the time, essential to

the bakery’s very survival. After bitter debate, members voted to hire consultants to aid

in their restructuring: to create a distinct category of managers, and then to attach wage

and later salary differentials to managerial positions. Although the bakery recruited

some managers internally (thus favoring the local knowledge of members over formally

credentialed MBAs), these changes signified the firm’s partial retreat from the principles

of social justice through a partial restoration of the very governance structure which the

cooperative had initially sought to transcend.

A very different set of developments unfolded as the grocery sought to cope with

its own crisis, largely borne of highly turbulent relations with its sponsoring spiritual

community. As members sought to cope with such shifts, which had financial, organi-

zational and ideological consequences, they adopted an increasingly formalized

approach toward internal operations, and thus also moved away from the antirational-

izing aspects of its initial collectivist-democratic ethos. Yet the grocery’s members

elected to retain a good proportion of day-to-day and long-term power in decentral-

ized work groups through a hybrid direct/representative governance structure. Most

decisions were divided between participatory democratic work groups, representative

democratic committees, and the monthly direct-democratic membership meeting with

some intentional overlap built in to require regular interaction between representative

and direct sites of power. Day-to-day decisions were made autonomously by the four-

teen work groups; long-term financial decision-making power was held by a nine-

member board of directors elected from among the grocery’s workers; an elected

coordinating committee oversaw the physical plant as a whole and adjudicated dis-

putes between work groups; and the monthly membership meeting held the power to

make changes to bylaws or other policy, direct the elected committees to act, or recall

elected committee members.

To understand the consequences of these and other transformations at these two

establishments, we develop a fuller account of each organization’s internal arrangements.

People’s Daily Bread Bakery

The bakery adopted a traditional, vertical form of management as a strategy to meet

workers’ needs for safe, stable, and reasonably remunerative jobs, albeit one that was

nominally overseen by a board of directors elected from the workforce. Reflecting its

indifference to MBAs as managerial prerequisite, only three of the bakery’s 14 managers

and administrators had degrees beyond the high school diploma in 2003, and only those

three came from middle-class families. At the bakery, social differences other than eco-

nomic class were given little importance or value. Individual workers and managers

commonly defined the bakery’s mission as that of advancing the interests of working

people. This narrow conception of class interest as solely financial (rather than encom-

passing worker control and economic democracy) was at times explicitly expressed, as

when the CEO explained that “working-class people don’t have time for endless
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meetings,” by which he meant that broader concerns were a luxury for which bakery

members had little taste. The bakery’s emphasis on class-based schemas and identities

marginalized questions about race, ethnicity, or gender. Indeed, the latter differences

were often posited as distinct from the performance of production and were given little

attention except when conflict explicitly surfaced.

By the time of our study, bakery employment had become much more racially

inclusive than at its inception. But it had also become much more segregated by both

gender and race (see Table 1). Although its founding workforce had been roughly

gender-balanced, by the time of our study it had become 85 percent male. Women were

now largely concentrated in two categories: office jobs and route sales. Men, by contrast,

were found in all job categories, comprised the majority of management, and were espe-

cially concentrated in manual occupations. Fully 50 of 51 manual or production work-

ers were men. Equally important was the implicitly racialized nature of the latter job

categories, which were disproportionately (69 percent) filled by Latinos. While the bak-

ery workforce was only 56 percent white, its management was 80 percent white. Eighty-

five percent of the bakery’s workers of color were concentrated in the hardest, most

tightly controlled, and lowest paid labor of production. Overall the bakery’s division of

labor had developed a clearly gendered and racialized cast.

Job segregation by gender and race/ethnicity was not intentional at the bakery.

Reflecting their desire to preserve their egalitarian commitments, bakery members sup-

ported a policy requiring at least two women and two nonmanagers to sit on the board

of directors, the body that nominally supervises the managers. Despite regular dispar-

agement by managers, this policy remained on the books long after the transition. But

it did not preserve or extend egalitarianism.

Half the women at the bakery were clustered in the all-women and white-majority

office (four white, two Latina), whose manager, Pam, was a white woman. Office work-

ers—whose desk labor entailed managing the books, accepting and tracking orders,

and processing purchasing—were ensconced in the upper floor and sat in a small air-

conditioned room partitioned into cubicles. Their working schedules were far more

certain than those of production workers, and women office workers were never

expected to rotate into jobs on the production floor. Such differences in working con-

ditions were accompanied by sharp status differences as well. When moving about the

establishment, women office workers took care to avoid walking through the produc-

tion floor. There were good practical reasons for such aversive behavior—walking

through production meant wearing closed-toed shoes and donning the mandatory

hairnets and earplugs—but there were symbolic forms of social distance operating in

both directions. Manual workers had in effect colonized the women’s bathroom on the

lower floor, for example, often storing bicycles in it and otherwise repurposing that

restroom in ways that several women found off-putting. Office women were the first to

warn the researcher about the “salty” language used by production workers—a sharp

contrast to their own substitutions of “darn” and “shoot” for curse words. Overall, the

office was a tidy, reserved group tucked carefully away from the louder and messier

parts of the bakery.
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In contrast, the Latino-majority production work group was composed entirely of

men, with a Mexican-American man, Charlie, as its manager. Production work—

tending the sourdough starter in rolling vats, mixing the various recipes in a 12-foot

high mechanical bowl reminiscent of an industrial cement mixer, panning and depan-

ning hundreds of racks of baked goods into and out of the horse trailer—sized ovens,

feeding them through a slicing machine, and packing them into stacks of boxes to be

whisked away on forklifted pallets—was not only louder, dirtier, and more physically

taxing, but also the most regulated and surveilled work at the bakery. Workers were

expected to be available for on-call shifts on at least one of their days off. Timecard

accuracy was carefully checked by assistant managers, workers needed permission to

take scheduled and bathroom breaks, and missing three shifts typically resulted in ter-

mination. Production workers’ hours—scheduled around the clock in three overlapping

production shifts and one cleaning shift—were also the most unpredictable: managers

presented workers with biweekly schedules in which start times could vary by as much

as four hours on a given day. Start times and days off could change each biweekly

period, and days off were not guaranteed to be consecutive. Posted schedules were kept

under managerial lock, and informal shift trades between workers resulted in discipli-

nary action. Moreover, the bakery’s members had voted to adopt a policy of mandatory

full-time work—a scheduling imperative that of course guaranteed workers higher

annual earnings, but at the expense of flexibility or family caretaking. Such factors surely

underlay at least part of the gender erosion that had occurred in the bakery’s workforce.

Scheduling practices were not the only factor that helped produce job segregation at

the bakery. Although the majority of bakery managers were white men (6 of 10), the

proportion of women managers was twice as high (30 percent) as the bakery’s overall

workforce (15 percent). Yet women’s higher proportion of managerial positions did not

translate into greater job opportunities for women. This was partly because of a tend-

ency to engage in homosocial hiring by managers, and partly because of widely held

stereotypes concerning ideal or optimal workers for given positions. For example, Pam,

the office manager, voiced a commonly held belief when she observed that “men simply

don’t like working around women”—ignoring Keith, the personnel officer seated 10 feet

away but reporting directly to the CEO rather than to her. When asked why so few

women were employed in the bakery’s production jobs, almost all interviewees voiced

the belief that “women don’t like hot and dirty work.” Indeed, Charlie, the production

manager, was one of only three bakery members who acknowledged that this belief—a

virtual mantra in the bakery—couldn’t easily be squared with the long history of wom-

en’s employment in bakery production jobs. In Charlie’s view, however, women were

more likely to be injured on the job, which made him wary of hiring them. Yet this

claim also turned out to be false: it was bakery men who were more likely to be injured,

and their injuries were more likely to result in lost days of productivity and greater

medical claims.

Interviews across the organization (and particularly with Charlie, his assistant man-

agers, and all but two of the production workers that were interviewed) revealed that

men—particularly Latinos—were commonly viewed as the ideal production workers.
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When the researcher probed further and asked why, Charlie observed that most women

simply lacked the work experience necessary to succeed in food production. Yet many of

the Latino men who were hired into production jobs also lacked experience in food pro-

duction; their work histories (largely in landscaping jobs) were reframed as evidence

that they could work under hot and dirty conditions. Such a flexible reading of appli-

cants’ work histories was not extended to Latinas, however, whose experience in house-

cleaning—arguably involving no shortage of strenuous and dirty work, and certainly

more intensely time-constrained—was viewed as having little relevance for their job

applications.

Ethnicity, too, seemed to hinge on stereotypes and discursive constructs. When bak-

ery workers were asked to account for the clustering of Latinos in production, they gave

several reasons. One was that the Latino workers had mainly emigrated from the same

region in Jalisco, Mexico, and shared similar backgrounds and network ties (a fact which

might have accounted for half the Latino workers, but not those from other regions or

the nonimmigrants). A second reason given was that the Latinos were members of the

same church, and thus shared job information along community lines (this relationship

was not supported by researcher inquiry). A third account pointed to the “jefe

mentality” Latinos presumably held, which made them more willing to defer to mana-

gerial authority (a claim that could not be squared with the constancy of production

worker complaint and noncompliance, as well as their impressive self-management skills

during frequent long stretches when assistant managers were upstairs doing paperwork).

Despite the weak empirical evidence to support such claims, the regularity with which

they were offered shifted attention from organizational practices to the preferences of

individual job applicants. The result was that factors accounting for the bakery’s job seg-

regation by race-ethnicity and gender were exogenized, or relegated to the social world

beyond the organization’s boundaries and thus its responsibility.

The notion that women preferred clean or sanitized work, or that Latinos preferred

managerial supervision, had little apparent relevance for jobs in the sales and delivery

work group. Although managed by a white man, this work group was relatively inte-

grated by race/ethnicity and gender: its 18 members included five white women and a

Latino assistant manager, and an African-American man. The job required both the

physical stamina to rapidly transfer and stock product and the “soft” or interpersonal

skills to negotiate shelf space with store managers (the bakery’s customers). Despite the

presence of handheld units that tracked deliveries and time, the job was among the

most autonomous of all positions in the bakery: drivers loaded their trucks together at

the depot, and then took off in different directions on routes of varying length and store

density, with little actual discipline or surveillance by the depot manager.

Yet, across race and gender, drivers did not describe the pleasures of their jobs in

terms of this autonomy. Indeed, like other bakery workers outside the office, self-

presentations in response to prompts to tell the researcher “a bit about yourself” tended

to minimize personal aspects that did not reflect a traditional class narrative. For

instance, Leslie, a white woman, described herself as a route sales driver whose good job

allowed her to support her family despite having only a high school diploma. It only
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emerged later that Leslie’s family included her coworker lesbian partner, that three of the

five women in this work group were out lesbians, and Leslie deeply enjoyed the freedom

from managerial oversight as she drove her route. Despite her personal feelings, her

appreciation for autonomy and her non-normative sexuality were both excluded from

widely shared institutional schemas that defined and identified her as a worker. Instead,

as in most other parts of the bakery, the valorized institutional schema centered on

notions of earnings and job security, the typically working-class—and white, mascu-

line—patterns reported by Goldthorpe et al. (1968), Halle (1984), and Collinson (1992).

In adapting to the bakery’s hierarchical governance system, workers had developed

institutional schemas that were so densely populated with traditionally white and mas-

culine “working class” meanings and identities that they obscured the operation of gen-

der and race/ethnicity at work and marginalized the interests of working-class white

women and men and women of color. Indeed, at the bakery, questions of race and gen-

der were seen as distractions or as extrinsic influences that ought to have no relevance

for the performance of bakery work.

Perhaps the clearest indication of this point can be found in the bakery’s response

to ethnoracial and gender conflicts that arose in the early 1990s. Faced with sharp con-

flicts (shouting matches between members, racialized and gender-based insults, even

death threats to sexual minorities) upper management responded by hiring diversity

trainers to come in and work with the entire staff over the course of a week. These

consultants engaged bakery employees in a series of workshops that successfully pro-

moted better interactions. They “just [let] people be who they are. You know, ’cause

that doesn’t have anything to do with business,” explained Keith, the middle-class

Latino personnel manager. This approach posited ethnoracial, religious, and sexual

concerns as external struggles that had unfortunately and illegitimately leaked into the

organization, could be managed with the psychotherapeutic techniques of identifying

common humanity, and could be organizationally dealt with in an intensive interven-

tion. In this way, the bakery effectively delimited these social inequalities as external,

interpersonal, and irregular. This articulation was wholly different from the internal

and structural class inequality that their policies attempted to remedy through such

ongoing practices as promotion without educational credentials, or profit sharing

among member-owner and non-member cooperative employees alike. That is, the

bakery’s institutional schemas constructed workers as classed, with other social features

viewed as external to their “workerness” and hence comprising distractions that

should not be allowed to interfere with the performance of the worker cooperative. In

this respect, we begin to see a diversity regime that lies closer to the utilitarian than to

the communitarian end of the diversity continuum, even in a worker-owned coopera-

tive. Discourse about gender and race were assigned little or no value; troubling forms

of segregation were obscured amid institutional schemas emphasizing the bakery’s

relatively egalitarian address of class inequality. Once this discourse was formalized via

fixed rules and practices (organizational charts, codified hiring criteria, and managerial

systems for the scheduling of work shifts), such gender- and race-“blind” practices

took firm root in the bakery.
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One World Natural Grocery

For its part, the grocery pursued a distinctly different form of organization. As alluded

to above, the grocery adopted a hybrid governance system that combined direct and

representative governance, placing power and decision-making authority in a robust

system of self-managed work groups and committees elected from the workforce. This

system distributed power along a horizontal axis to the decentralized, direct-democratic

work groups on the one hand, and along a vertical axis to representatives who were

elected to serve on governance and management committees. The effect of this gover-

nance system was to lend voice to groups that might elsewhere have been denied access

to resources, power, autonomy, and other job rewards, and to create solid (if temporary)

clusters of power that could act on behalf of the cooperative as a whole.

This is not to say that grocery workers seamlessly adapted to this unique organiza-

tional structure. Indeed, workers criticized their hybrid-democratic practice in work

group and membership meetings fairly regularly, either as agenda items aimed at chang-

ing practices to create more representative power or as muttered (and occasionally

shouted) complaints. Grocery workers frequently complained about the length of meet-

ings and committee “inefficiency” as insufficiently “businesslike.” At the same time, no

bakery workers spoke with any great excitement about their system of governance and

management, while many grocery workers did so. Indeed, more than half of all grocery

workers cited self-management practices as one of the things they liked most about

their job.

Yet this is not to say that the grocery was a collective either. Despite its rejection of

managerial hierarchy in favor of elected and distributed authority, the grocery had

become at least partially bureaucratized, as evident in the adoption of formal practices

governing hiring and firing, training, job descriptions, pay, benefits, and scheduling; in

the valuation of externally certified expertise; and in the intense level of documentation

that suffused the organization. The degree to which the grocery formalized its hybrid

distribution of power distinguished it from the earlier collectivist-democracy coopera-

tives and from the exclusion and domination of members of marginalized communities

endemic to the 1970s “structureless” organizations (Rothschild-Whitt 1979; Mansbridge

1980; Freeman [1970] 1984; Jackall and Crain 1984; Rothschild and Whitt 1986;

Ferguson 1991). At the same time, its degree of horizontal governance system distin-

guished it from the bakery—and from investor-owned and -managed businesses in

which managers tend to exclude and dominate their hourly employees.

The grocery’s organizational structure could hardly get inside people’s heads to erase

individual-level race, gender, and class biases in workers’ hiring decisions. But it could

more widely distribute hiring authority and devise methods to minimize personal

biases. Efforts in this direction were evident in the fact that each of the 14 work groups

was required to elect a three-member hiring committee, whose members were charged

with using formalized hiring criteria in an effort to block individual bias from becoming

organizational practice. For instance, all of the older white women in the housewares

work group interviewed expressed highly personal preferences and beliefs about candi-

date suitability. Thus, one older white woman advocated hiring young men who might
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block what she characterized as a pattern of “naggy old woman” infighting. In much

the same vein, a second older woman opined that there had been too many “ethnic”

hires of Latino/as and Asian/Pacific Islanders. These beliefs and preferences were not

reflected in actual hires, however, owing to the grocery’s insistence on using formalized

hiring criteria to equalize applicants’ chances.

Similar to the bakery’s overall demographic composition, the grocery was 61 percent

white and 39 percent people of color (see Table 1). However, there was considerably

more gender and ethnic diversity throughout the grocery’s job structure than was found

in the bakery. Latino/as comprised only half of the nonwhite group, and there were

more women than men in each ethnoracial group. Beyond job access, socio-

demographic characteristics such as race, gender, and class also had very little effect on

power, wealth, or position: Although one of the two most powerful governing commit-

tees was dominated by white men and secondarily populated by white women, the other

committee was largely comprised of women of color and white women. While this cre-

ated some advantages for whites in determining the long-range direction of the cooper-

ative, it did provide for a balanced distribution of power by race and gender. It also

ensured a more equitable distribution of income: all committee work, like membership

and work group meetings, was paid at workers’ hourly rate. Indeed, women’s average

hourly earnings were the highest of any group (both as a whole and compared to men

within racial designation).

That women’s average annual earnings were not the highest reflected voluntarily

shorter hours: many women organized work schedules around family care responsibil-

ities, reducing pay but allowing them to retain their jobs. As long as the work group

could fill the formal schedule of hours they created in their meetings, workers had

autonomy over shift scheduling and could even apply for shifts in other work groups.

This cross-training resulted in many workers shifting their base or “home” work group

as interests and scheduling needs evolved over time. Between initial hiring practices and

internal transfers, conventional patterns of gender and ethnoracial job segregation had

evaporated. Women across race performed the typically masculinized manual labor of

receiving and warehousing, and were members of the maintenance work group. White

men and men of color likewise performed typically “feminized” labor as cashiers or

salespeople selling personal care products in the bath and body work group.

In addition to scheduling and distribution of position, unusual versions of childcare

support policies appeared to aid the recruitment and retention of women at the grocery,

and particularly women of color. Apart from conventional policies allowing workers to

set aside pre-tax income to spend on childcare, grocery workers also voted to provide

wage increases of $1 an hour for each dependent child, explicitly intended to help work-

ers who wanted to hire childcare from among the undocumented members of their

Mexican and Central American immigrant communities.

It was not only surprising that the grocery should have a policy of “child pay” to

facilitate extra-legal childcare arrangements, but also that workers could make and win

an argument for this policy simultaneously as workers and as members of communities

with many undocumented members. But these kinds of multiple identifications were
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common in grocery worker self-presentations. For instance, Jennifer, a white, working-

class, high-school credentialed woman working the floor of the refrigerated section, dif-

fered from Leslie, the route sales driver in the bakery, in that she was initially silent

about her earnings (later described as “excellent” when directly asked). Instead, she

framed her job choice in terms of her appreciation of a workplace where people were

free to express all facets of themselves, including their interpretation of gender and posi-

tion in a continuum of sexuality, all within a context of cultural autonomy. Both narra-

tive contours were unexpected, as Jennifer herself was in a heterosexual relationship

with a cis-gendered man, and it seemed that she was at the mercy of her customers and

their often obsessive natural-food demands. But over time it became clear that

autonomy and pleasure in diversity were very common narrative frames at the grocery,

creating institutional schemas that minimized a traditional conception of class and

highlighted ethnoracial, gender, and sexuality characteristics as legitimate elements of

what it meant to be a worker and member of the cooperative.

Especially revealing here is the way in which the grocery responded to racial and

gender conflicts when they arose. Rejecting the diversity training model of external

guidance but still seeking to learn from others with experience in such matters, the gro-

cery searched for appropriate consultants and rejected one after another until it found

some willing to train an internal group as an ongoing “Antioppression Task Force.”

This task force not only came to conduct annual, week-long workshops for small groups

of grocery workers, but also to meet weekly to investigate and address instances of

organizational inequality. Sally Helms, a white, middle-class member, explained that

they tried to keep their work from becoming “more of a sensitivity training than an

antioppression training,” and did so by focusing more on structural and cultural organ-

izational factors that fostered unequal outcomes than on members’ emotional reactions

or individual conflicts. The task force’s language was incorporated into worker interac-

tions and proposals for policy change: a working-class white woman described remov-

ing herself for re-election to the public relations committee as a way of “stepping back”

to allow people of color to be the grocery’s public face; a white working-class man felt

that he could challenge coworkers’ claims of “color blindness” with task force concepts

of “power evasiveness.” As with all committee work, task force members and trainees

were paid for the hours they spent in these activities, legitimating this as integral to the

grocery’s function. By incorporating these activities into paid work, by rejecting indi-

vidualizing psychotherapeutic frameworks, and by institutionalizing challenge to

inequality, the grocery posited gender and ethnoracial inequalities as internal, structural,

and ongoing workplace issues that were the legitimate terrain of workplace intervention.

In this way, they defined mutual understanding across gender and race as co-equal crite-

ria for organizational success. In this respect, members of the grocery exhibited a diver-

sity regime that resembles Ely and Thomas’s “integration and learning” regime, along

with Benschop’s pluralist one. Their diversity regime can be located toward the

“communitarian” end of the continuum.

It’s important to note that, relative to traditional corporations, both the grocery and

the bakery achieved real gains for workers. Jobs in both companies were relatively
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secure, as neither the bakery nor the grocery could easily outsource or off-shore their

jobs. Neither could their cooperatives be involuntarily purchased by a larger corpora-

tion. Despite the reduced autonomy bakery workers encountered, their annual earnings

were nearly twice that of county average individual earnings in 2003, and worker com-

pensation insurance reports showed the bakery to be among the physically safest of its

size in the country. Grocery workers’ earnings were significantly lower (Meyers 2011),

but this was by choice: grocery workers elected to work many fewer hours per week,

devoting more of their time to their personal lives. In these respects, the two establish-

ments studied here provided unusually favorable employment opportunities.

Yet, despite these shared virtues and their similar origins, these two worker coopera-

tives developed in sharply distinct ways (see Table 2). The advantages of employment at

the bakery were far more selectively distributed, privileging white men in multiple ways

that were not found in the grocery. In the bakery, a governance system arose that

required members to sacrifice much of their autonomy in the name of economic secu-

rity, a choice that was rationalized in highly traditional and classed terms. What resulted

were institutional schemas and identities that, by emphasizing class, marginalized the

interests of historically excluded groups. Questions of race and gender came to be seen

as irrelevant to work performance. Put differently, the bakery’s members discursively

constructed race and gender as incidental demographic statuses that should have no

bearing on the performance of work. Indeed, posing rival sources of affiliation to class,

race/ethnicity and gender were defined as extraneous affiliations that were best left out-

side the workplace. By contrast, this assumption of class primacy was constantly refused

in the grocery, where class-based discourse was seamlessly woven into a wider fabric of

concern for equality. Gender and racial influences were seen as warranting active and

TABLE 2. Elements of Two Diversity Regimes: The Bakery and Grocery Compared

People’s Daily

Bread Bakery

One World

Natural Grocery

Governance structure Hierarchical control via sharp

vertical divisions

Hybrid distributed/representative

control, based on robust system

of self-directed work groups

and elected committees

Institutional schemas Class-based identities, stressing

job security and earnings

Multicultural orientation

stressing multiple identities

Level of gender and

ethnoracial

segregation

High Low

View of racial and

gender difference

Extraneous influences to be

minimized at work

Endogenous influences to be

discussed and appreciated

Diversity regime Utilitarian: race and gender

viewed as exogenous forces

to be eliminated from work

relations

Communitarian: race and

gender viewed as endogenous

forces warranting discussion

and debate
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open discussion, fostering organizational policies and practices designed to minimize

inequalities that could arise from these differences. While the diversity regime that took

root in the bakery effectively silenced discourse about race and gender, the grocery’s

diversity regime instead invited members to engage in discourse about precisely these

dimensions of social inequality.

CONCLUSIONS

Two of the major organizational shifts evident during the last quarter century—the

effort to achieve more participatory structures, and the widespread adoption of diversity

management—have typically been studied in isolation from one another, yielding one

literature on team systems and worker participation, and a second one on diversity

management. In this article, we have sought to connect these two themes, exploring in

particular the meanings that come to be attached to “diversity” under conditions of

expanded worker participation. Studying two worker-owned cooperatives, we have

sought to unpack the varying ways in which diversity can be defined and the relation

between such meanings and other features of the work organization. The results have

been instructive, generating several implications for research in this field.

As we have shown, these two worker cooperatives exhibited dramatically different

organizational configurations. Comparison of these sites provides at least two insights.

First, it helps us better understand the varied meanings that diversity can assume even

within the same organizational field and among establishments located within the same

geographic area. Indeed, these two establishments were merely 50 miles apart, the gro-

cery was the bakery’s biggest local account, and at least one bakery worker had left for

grocery employment during the time of our study. Second, the analysis enables us to

identify and analyze interrelations among key elements of these work organizations,

yielding a richer understanding of the stratifying processes that can impede workers’

chances of successfully democratizing their own work organizations.

As we have noted, the two cooperatives in this study began in highly similar ways

but eventually adopted distinct paths and modes of operation. In interpreting the ways

these divergences unfolded, we attach especially strong importance to the governance

structures that emerged in these two sites. We argue that the hierarchical structure of

governance that arose in the bakery, for example, fostered a willingness among workers

to embrace vertical divisions not only between managers and workers, but also among

workers themselves. That is, the class binary that arose vertically was gradually general-

ized to the other, non-class statuses that workers held, conditioning workers to regard

inequalities as legitimate. A parallel process unfolded with respect to the institutional

schemas that arose in the bakery, where a class-based schema emerged in which the

identities and meanings that workers adopted drew on their shared positions and inter-

ests as members of the working class. Over time, this schema narrowed into a singular

wage-oriented form that highlighted the need for members to hold secure, good paying

jobs that could provide for their families. This orientation, which implicitly aligned

with traditional notions of the breadwinner norm and favored rigid job requirements
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(such as the mandatory 40-hour work week), unequally affected opportunities for men

and women. The masculinized cast of this class schema further spilled over into the con-

struction of authority. Because race, like gender, was marginalized as internally conse-

quential, this proved highly favorable to white males in particular.

By contrast, the governance structure that developed in the grocery made rela-

tively little use of any hierarchical logic. For one thing, its division of labor was not

characterized by a distinct managerial category. Rather, its elaborate system of work

groups and committees embodied a more horizontally oriented system of authority

relations that distributed control more fully among workers themselves, empowering

them to contest decisions made by elected, cross-work group committees. This gov-

ernance structure also left substantial room for historically excluded groups (e.g.,

women, people of color, members of the working class, sexual nonconformists) to

express their voice and represent their own needs. This governance structure, in turn,

fostered institutional schemas that recognized and valued the multiple identities

workers could embrace (e.g., committee member, parent, Latina, lesbian). Drawing

on varied social justice concerns, a communitarian diversity regime arose that

defined women, workers of color, and sexual minorities as fully equal members, and

that found expression in the grocery’s childcare practices, hiring policies, and worker

self-presentations. Interestingly, this overall pattern—in which nonhierarchical gov-

ernance structures help to erode job segregation—echoes an important study by

Kalev (2009), who also found that nontraditional work structures greatly increased

women’s mobility prospects. Our analysis suggests that governance structures shape

the schemas and identities that unfold at the workplace, with powerful effects on the

way diversity is conceptualized and put into practice.

A second point that emerges in our analysis involves the forms that diversity regimes

assumed at these two work establishments. As noted, the bakery exhibited sharp pat-

terns of job segregation by gender and ethnoracial status. White men came to hold the

least-surveilled positions within the bakery; white women were largely confined to cleri-

cal and “people” positions; Latinos were disproportionately clustered in dirty work; and

Latinas could barely get in the door. On only three occasions did any members show an

awareness of this pattern as a socially constructed arrangement, and then only when

questioned on their initial interpretation. Instead almost all bakery members favored

narratives that invoked workers’ own individual preferences as the sources of such job

disparities. Under these circumstances, when ethnic and gender conflict arose, the

response was to implement a utilitarian diversity regime that aimed merely to eliminate

explicit bias. Such an approach, however, left untouched the subtle schemas and narra-

tives through which workers “did” race and gender on the shop floor itself. Because the

diversity regime defined race and gender as exogenous to the performance of produc-

tion, it also prevented workers from developing the discursive resources needed to per-

ceive the social processes that underlay the segregated patterns that surrounded them at

work. In short, the bakery’s diversity regime served to obscure the structural and cul-

tural sources of inequality among workers, implicitly reaffirming the individualistic

account of job segregation that predominated at this firm (Berrey 2014).
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In this respect, the contrast with the grocery could not be sharper. The communitar-

ian diversity regime developed here sought to achieve much more than the mere elimi-

nation of individual bias. Rather, it actively defined the workplace as an arena in which

antioppression tactics were to be energetically pursued. This fostered discourse about

race and gender difference. It viewed the performance of race and gender as endogenous

to the workplace itself. And it adopted a structurally oriented approach toward gender

and ethnoracial segregation that called for constant vigilance regarding inequalities, par-

ticularly by tempering a desirable level of rationalized effectiveness and representative

democratic governance with an equally desirable level of value-oriented egalitarianism

realized through direct democratic worker control. Put simply, while the diversity

regime at the bakery served to reproduce the racialized and gendered division of labor,

the grocery’s diversity regime instead enabled workers of all groups to establish and

defend an egalitarian and democratic distribution of power and resources.

A further set of points arise from the sheer fact of the divergence we find across

these two worker cooperatives. As briefly noted above, much of the extant sociological

literature operates with an expectation of institutional isomorphism as a domain

assumption. The notion here is that organizations, viewed as legitimacy-seeking entities,

are compelled to signal their compliance with socially dominant norms, and as such

tend to emulate the practices established in any given organizational field (Edelman

et al. 2001; Dobbin 2009). In contrast, Stainback and Tomaskovic-Devey (2012) have

suggested that the corporate landscape is increasingly marked by variations in inequality

regimes across particular industries, regions, labor markets, and firms. Our findings

clearly align with this latter view, underscoring how even highly similar, geographically

proximate producer cooperatives can and do develop sharply disparate configurations

of inequality and diversity regimes. More research is needed to grasp the range of varia-

tions that exist, both within the corporate sector and in the domain of worker coopera-

tives, as we have studied here.

One important question concerns the reasons for the structural and cultural diver-

gences we observed in the trajectory of these two worker cooperatives. That is, how can

we account for the sharply varying organizational patterns that developed across these

two establishments? The evidence on this point is somewhat incomplete, but archival

data and retrospective interviews with senior and former members were highly informa-

tive, and lead us to identify two sets of influences that underlay the divergent forms

these two sites assumed. One stemmed from the ways in which the authority relations

at these cooperatives were constituted and disrupted by the financial crises each encoun-

tered. As all interviews with senior members revealed, both the bakery and the grocery

had relied on charismatic authority—of a founding member in the case of the bakery,

and of a global spiritual leader in the case of the grocery—as a source of inspiration for

their social justice mission. In the case of the bakery, an organizational crisis in an

already constricted economy severely undermined the charismatic leader’s own author-

ity. These combined crises weakened the bakery membership’s normative commitment

to its collectivist-democracy. In the case of the grocery, the erosion of their leader’s

authority affected a more distant figure, leaving intact the commitment of local
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members, which gradually evolved into a more earthly, countercultural set of values and

beliefs.

The second set of influences was the immediate local labor market surrounding the

bakery and the grocery, which had some notable differences despite their relative prox-

imity. The bakery workers faced greater labor market uncertainty, because of their loca-

tion in a less densely countercultural and less densely industrialized region of the

Golden Valley—differences that held a prominent place in countercultural memoirs and

studies of alternative organizations in this region. According to two of three senior

workers, these conditions made preserving countercultural jobs highly valuable, and a

more traditional form of management appear as the more prudent course of action. At

the grocery, by contrast, the somewhat greater labor market security workers per-

ceived—including multiple local opportunities for employment in countercultural

collectivist-democratic organizations—gave them more latitude in their commitment to

the social justice framework that had informed their jobs from the beginning. They

therefore felt more free to experiment with other models of democratic worker control.

These different organizational conditions suggest that future research on workplace

democracy should pay careful attention to the formative events that shape authority

relations, for such influences can affect the path down which cooperatives and other

worker-owned enterprises unfold for years to come.

A final observation is normative in nature, and concerns the lessons implied in the

case of the grocery, which we believe illustrates many of the conditions that are neces-

sary for the democratic ideal of worker empowerment at levels beyond the purely finan-

cial to be fulfilled. Key, we contend, is this workplace’s ability to overcome the limits

traditionally imposed on white women and men and women of color. Overcoming such

limits, embracing a broadly multicultural conception of worker identity, and embracing

a diversity regime that actively encouraged learning across demographic lines all con-

tributed to the cultural strengths on which this workplace could rely. The handling of

intergroup differences, then, is not a peripheral concern, but an issue that may well cut

to the heart of the participatory ideal itself.

NOTES

1The authors wish to thank the NSF/FAD program, the University of California Labor and Educa-

tion Research Fund, and the Rutgers School of Management and Labor Relations for intellectual

and material support. We are indebted to Betty A. Dobratz, Martha Foschi, Sarah Jenkins, Jelle

Mampaey, Joyce Rothschild, Lisa K. Waldner, and Patricia Zanoni for their helpful comments on

previous drafts.
2We distinguish our focus on relations in production from a focus on those between producer

and consumer (see Loe 1999).
3For kindred works that point toward interorganizational variation in the configuration of

inequality, see Bank Mu~noz (2008), Lee (1998), McKay (2006), and Salzinger (2003).
4Names of the companies and people observed and interviewed, identifying details, and names of

locations within, and descriptions of the geographic area in which the worker cooperatives are

situated have been altered to protect personal and organizational confidentiality.
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5At the grocery, new workers were required to become members or be terminated; at the bakery,

membership was voluntary and approximately 70 percent of eligible workers were members.
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